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Journey through your Life’s Complete Financial Arc with Wealth Your Way. Accumulate wealth,

achieve the pinnacle of financial independence, and then comfortably spend your wealth as

you retire on your own terms.Financial independence buys you the most valuable asset on the

planet—freedom. The freedom to spend your money, and more importantly, your time, however

you see fit.Still, reaching financial independence requires more than mere investing. Unlike

other books that try to tell you what to think, Wealth Your Way teaches you how to think about

growing your wealth, with real-life examples of the pitfalls you might encounter and strategies

to avoid them.As with most things in life, the more carefully you plan for financial

independence, making course corrections along the way, the less you’ll need to worry about

the outcome. Live your best life today with the satisfaction and comfort of knowing your

financial future is in good hands—your own.

About the AuthorCosmo P. DeStefano is a retired CPA and tax partner who worked for over

three decades in one of the largest professional services firms in the world, with a global

network of more than 284,000 people across 155 countries. He has consulted with clients big

and small, public and private, across a wide variety of industries, helping them solve intricately

complex business and financial issues. Today, Cosmo and his wife live in the suburbs of

Boston, enjoying financial independence and a secure retirement. He wrote Wealth Your Way

to help the next generation of investors know that same joy.
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marriage.IntroductionBefore retiring from my professional career as a certified public

accountant (CPA) and tax consultant, I spent 22 years as a partner in a so-called “Big Four”

public accounting firm (one of the largest professional services firms in the world with a global

network of more than 284,000 people across 155 countries). I worked with clients big and

small, public and private, across various industries helping them solve some of their more

complex business and financial issues.So it came as a bit of a surprise to me when I realized

that one of my toughest financial challenges wasn’t in the professional realm, but rather at

home, teaching my two children about money matters, among life’s other lessons. It wasn’t the

teaching that was the problem, it was the learning—or at least that’s what I tell myself! Both

caught on quickly enough about the importance of money (most kids do), but neither of them

had much interest in spending time delving into broader financial matters or “boring business

stuff” as they would often say. I don’t blame them—few people get as juiced up about personal

financial planning as I do.As the years went by, the conversations kept broadening out, first to

several nieces and nephews, then to business associates, friends, and neighbors. I started

summarizing my thoughts in a monthly email, each covering a different aspect of personal

finance. The distribution and forwarding of those emails, which started with just a few family

members, struck a chord and quickly expanded. Shortly thereafter, several readers suggested I

put my thoughts all in one place.This book has grown out of my efforts to teach financial

matters to my children, who have their own interests and passions to follow. My simple wish for

them is that they learn how planning for money matters can enhance their personal life’s

journey, and maybe the lessons in this book can also help them avoid a few missteps along the

way. And since you are reading this book, I hope it can do the same for you.Company pensions

are for the most part a thing of the past. Social Security was designed to supplement your

retirement income, but it was never intended to be your sole source of retirement spending

money. Today, managing your money is not an option but an imperative. On your own or with

the help of an advisor, you need to do it.This book and my philosophy on planning personal

wealth management are based on the concept that accumulating wealth is simple but not easy.

If it’s simple, why does it take a whole book to explain it? It doesn’t. I can summarize the

concept in one (long) sentence: define what financial independence (FI) means for you, set

realistic goals, develop a plan to achieve those goals with the right balance of risk and return,

periodically review your progress, make changes as needed, and stay on your chosen path

over the several decades that make up your Life’s Complete Financial Arc.Simple, right? So,



why this book? It takes more than a sentence (1) to flush out all that is packed into that

summation, and (2) to identify and explore ways to deal with the pitfalls and hurdles that can

make the journey “not easy.”To start, we will step back and explore what we are planning for in

the first place—that is, what is “wealth” and “financial independence”? We will explore how to

develop a dynamic planning process, set realistic goals and assess progress toward those

goals, identify some challenges, and, yes, explore some investing strategies including this

fundamental understanding: investing is an important tool to help achieve your plan, but

investing is not the plan. And the plan is not as critical as the planning process!We will also

delve into some of the philosophy and psychology of wealth planning, helping you recognize

your cognitive biases and the emotional challenges hurled at you by market participants and

pundits.All these concepts come under the umbrella of financial independence: How to think

more broadly and holistically about your money plans. How to get to the point that you no

longer need your labor to generate income to live on. How to grow your wealth and achieve the

freedom of financial independence—the freedom to continue exploring the interests that

provide you meaning and purpose in life.In a lot of ways, the journey to FI is like dieting or

exercising. Eating right or working out is simple enough. But it’s the design and execution of the

plan that can be daunting. Dragging yourself to the gym when you don’t feel like going. Eating a

salad for dinner when you just want to tie on the feed bag. Both diet and exercise are simple

concepts but both take time, discipline, and patience to see lasting results.The same is true

with planning to grow your wealth. Financial independence is not simple because, as Warren

Buffett once said, “Nobody wants to get rich slow.” What do successful weight watchers,

exercisers, and FI-ers have in common? They all like and want to achieve their goals. They find

motivation in the end result, which drives them forward throughout their journey’s ups and

downs. They are truly comforted by working toward their goals. We will examine ways to find

comfort with our financial journey.Our plan will traverse your Life’s Complete Financial Arc. It’s

much broader than “investing” just as sustainable weight loss encompasses more than “eating

less.” We will discuss a planning process to accumulate wealth, achieve the pinnacle of

financial independence, and then withdraw that wealth every month for as long as you live. A

planning process that is simple and easier to execute.As Sy Syms (Founder of the Syms

discount clothing retailer) said in his first TV commercial in 1974 and repeated for 37 years,

“An educated consumer is our best customer.” That’s why my goal here is to help you with how

to think about personal financial planning, not just what to think.Retirement is a date: one

moment in time. But it also describes an extended period: the decades-long phase of life after

you “graduate” from work. We want to focus less on the date and more on the decades of

enjoyment.Early in my career on a random Tuesday afternoon, my friend Chuck and I were in

the back of the elevator heading down to lunch. Bob, an older gentleman and a seasoned

professional whom we both admired, was by the doors with his back to us. Chuck and I were

working a lot of hours, talking about how long the week already felt and how it seemed like it

would just drag on. Both of us agreed we couldn’t wait for Friday to get here. At that moment,

the doors opened to the fifth floor. Bob stepped out, turned around, and as the doors were

closing quietly said, “Don’t wish your life away, boys.”I didn’t know it at the time, but Bob’s one

line of advice was the seed that grew into something much bigger: my eventual realization that

rather than hoping and wishing about the future, I’d be much better off planning my path to a

future of my choosing (and that’s much broader than just finances).When it comes to money,

having a robust financial planning process makes it easier to enjoy the near term, living your

best life without wishing for tomorrow to hurry up and arrive. Why? Because you have peace of

mind that your long-term plans are on course. And if you drift off the path, you will have the



confidence to make necessary course corrections.Investing is a tool to execute your plan.

Without a plan, investing becomes a flurry of activity with no clear direction: a nebulous journey

devoid of well-defined personal goals. You need an overarching financial planning process and

financial goals on which your investment portfolio strives to deliver. Investing to “make bank” is

not a holistic financial plan!This book is dedicated to helping you level set your core

understanding of financial independence and develop default behaviors that are well suited to

help you plan for and achieve your financial goals while living and enjoying your best life

now.You may be a Gen Z coming of age, or a millennial with oppressive student debt, or a

boomer playing catch-up, but for all of us financial planning boils down to this simple mantra:

think about what to do, go do it, then do as little as possible after that! PCR: Plan, Course-

Correct, Repeat.DisclaimerThis book is for educational purposes only. It is not intended to be

nor should it be construed as legal, tax, investment, financial, or other advice. This book covers

broad topics for a wide audience. It is not individualized guidance tailored to any one person. It

is up to you to own your decisions and to seek out a competent professional should you need

expert advice regarding your personal circumstances.This book is a summation of my personal

experiences (the good, the bad, and the ugly) over 35 years of planning, investing, reaching

financial independence, and now enjoying the freedom my retirement years are providing me.It

is based on what has worked (and is working) for me, and references several other books and

studies that have resonated with me as I developed my opinions on accumulating and

spending wealth. This book is in no way intended to be an exhaustive study of such literature

or any of the topics discussed herein. You should use this book as one component of your self-

education on personal financial matters and financial independence.To assist you with your

continuing education, I have included at the end of each chapter suggestions for additional

reading. (Some books are referenced more than once since they cover multiple topics.)1Where

Are You Going?“If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail.”—Benjamin FranklinOver the years,

the first financial question a lot of people ask me has remained remarkably consistent: “Where

should I invest my money?” Everyone is eager to jump right into investing. Eager but often

equally scared to act. To combat the inertia and leverage that eagerness, my response has

been as consistent: to start, invest in low-cost, broad-based index funds for the core of your

financial independence (FI) Portfolio1—for example, the Vanguard Total Stock Market Index

ETF, ticker symbol “VTI.” (More on this topic later.) It’s that simple. Get started.Now that we

have this burning question out of the way, I encourage you to pause and take a deep breath.

Step back for a moment and reflect on this: “Where should I invest my money?” is a good

question, but it arguably should not be your first question and it definitely shouldn’t be your only

one! Investing is critical, but “why” and “how” should come before “where,” or at least be

addressed concurrently. If we invest without purpose (the “why”) and without a plan (the “how”),

then famed New York Yankee Yogi Berra said it best: “We’re lost but we’re making good

time!”As we get on the path to financial freedom, we will explore throughout this book the “why”

and “how” of investing, which will also help us address the “where.” If you understand “why” and

“how,” then developing your personalized plan and staying on your path becomes less scary

and a lot more manageable.We are not investing simply to try and “make bank.” We need

specific goals for our wealth accumulation and a plan to achieve those goals. As we will

discuss in more detail, investing is not a financial plan, but just one of many tools to help

execute your plan.Goals give you a sense of direction. Without goals and a plan, investors

merely react to short-term events without considering the long-term ramifications. A plan keeps

you focused on your targeted results and keeps you motivated to work toward those goals. Just

like with dieting and exercising, envisioning the joy in the end result is a powerful motivator. In



other words, your financial plan needs to be purpose-built and goals-driven.Investing to “make

a pot of money” is not a goal. It’s not specific. As an example, a better-defined goal might be

something like: “I want to retire by age 58 with $80,000 of annual cash flow to meet my

$75,000 of calculated spending needs and provide $5,000 of cushion for unforeseen

expenses.” This is the kind of goal we can plan for and attain.And most importantly, a well-

thought-out plan will provide processes and guidelines for making current and future decisions,

especially when faced with unforeseen and inevitable changes that will pop up over a

multidecade time frame. A good planning process encourages rigor around contingencies. It

helps you adapt to previously unknown events as they unfold—the kind of stuff that blindsides

you on some random afternoon. No one-and-done plan can accomplish that.More broadly, we

need a holistic financial planning process. In designing our process, we can frame our thoughts

by addressing three simple questions:What do I have? (an accurate accounting of what is in

your FI Portfolio today)What do I want? (retirement monthly cash needs and for how long)How

do I get what I want? (planning to bridge the gap between 1 and 2)Take inventory, define your

goals, and create a plan to achieve those goals, adjusting as you go. PCR: Plan, Course-

Correct, Repeat.Investing Is a Tool, Not a PlanOnce you start mapping out the answer to

question three and charting your course, you will see that there are multiple variables that you

need to think about in addition to investing. For example, how much money will you contribute

to the plan each month and for how many years; what are your retirement spending goals and

are they flexible; how many years will you be working; will you have other sources of income

(e.g., Social Security or a pension); are you planning to leave a bequest; do you want to spend

down your portfolio or live on only the income it generates, etc.Specific investment selections

will flow from this planning process as a key component of the plan, but by no means is

investing the entire plan. Remember, charting a course to achieve your financial goals is the

plan. Fully exploring all the possible answers to “Where should I invest my money?” comes

toward the end of this planning process, not the beginning.NOTE: As we will learn in the next

chapter, your monthly contributions will be more impactful to your wealth accumulation than will

the rate of return on your investments. Therefore, getting started with saving and investing as

soon as possible is critically important even if you don’t have a fully baked plan just yet!So,

where do we start? With the end in mind. By first defining our ultimate financial goal.In

designing your plan, you need well-defined, specific goals. Let’s start by coming up with a

simple and clear definition of our ultimate, overarching goal. Is it to retire? Invest in stocks or

real estate? Get out of debt? Beat the market? Travel the world? Leave a legacy? The short

answer: nope. None of these is the ultimate goal but each of these could be included in the

journey. These all could be buoys, landmarks, and ports of call along the way of your financial

voyage but they are not the ultimate destination.Think higher level. The ultimate money goal we

all are (or should be) sailing toward is financial independence. Don’t worry, we’ll make this a

better-defined goal with numbers later on.Financial independence means you have

accumulated enough wealth so that all your future financial needs can be paid for from your FI

Portfolio without needing your labor to earn a salary. You no longer need to work although you

may choose to work for other than financial reasons.“Money frees you from doing things you

dislike. Since I dislike doing nearly everything, money is handy.”—Groucho MarxSimply stated,

your FI Portfolio buys you the most desirable asset on the planet—freedom. Freedom to spend

your money, and more importantly your time, as you see fit. Freedom to choose to retire (or

not), volunteer, travel the world, be philanthropic, spend more time with family and friends, build

a legacy, etc. In other words, freedom to more fully explore and dive into your core personal

interests—those interests that bring you the most joy and fulfillment. Financial independence is



not just a number—it is a state of mind. It provides freedom in a broad sense, and isn’t that

what we all ultimately desire?NOTE: A point of clarity. Don’t confuse financial independence

with being “rich.” How do you know if you are rich? The only way to tell is to compare yourself

to others. “Rich” is a relative term. You are rich if you have more (how much more?) than others

around you. If you ask 10 people to define “rich,” I’m willing to bet you’d get 10 different

answers. “Rich” may be a fun topic to debate over drinks with friends, but it will produce no

meaningful intel (and may produce some nagging resentment!). Financial independence, on

the other hand, is more specific, more personal. You have enough money for you, regardless of

how your portfolio balance compares to others. Financial independence is freedom, defined

one person at a time.“If you don’t change direction, you may end up where you are heading.”—

Lao TzuKnowing your destination makes creating a plan and charting a course to get there a

whole lot easier. Financial independence is the ultimate goal and it is going to require planning,

time, money, and a little wind at our backs. In the meantime, however, you need to live your life,

and that also costs money.To reconcile the push and pull of current versus future (retirement)

spending, you need to come to terms with two simple and undeniable truths: (1) You cannot

save any money if you spend all your income; and (2) You cannot save all your income

because you need to spend money to live.You Cannot Invest If You Don’tFirst Save CashThe

journey to FI, therefore, requires that you gain control of your income and current spending so

that you can plan for tomorrow while enjoying today. Before you start investing for the future,

you need to first identify and quantify the cash you have available to save.So, at the highest

level, your first step in your planning process is to split your income into a few manageable

spending categories or buckets. I suggest four buckets to start. Bucket A is for long-term

investing, building your FI Portfolio. Buckets B, C, and D are for everything else! Simple

enough?Here is an example of a four-bucket approach:The sum of what you allocate to each of

the four buckets should equal 100% of your income. That way, you know you have accounted

for all your sources of cash.NOTE: Don’t get hung up on where to invest Bucket A. As we said

at the beginning of this chapter, pick a low-cost, broad-based index fund and just get started.

At this stage, investment selection is not nearly as important as the focus on saving cash every

month. Be a saver first, then move on to being an investor.The more detailed you get within

each of these buckets, the better off you will be. Understanding all the cash that is coming in

and the details of where that cash is currently being spent will help you uncover opportunities

to reallocate among the buckets. For example, a category you label as “miscellaneous” that

adds up to 20% of your income likely warrants a more detailed analysis!NOTE: Don’t get

carried away chasing down every $10 purchase. This is an iterative process. Make the first

pass at the buckets. You can (and will) revisit your bucket allocations later. Just get started.To

be clear, this is not about you cutting out your morning five-dollar latte because it adds up to “a

lot” of money over the course of a year. It is about becoming more aware of where you choose

to spend your money—and understanding the financial implications of the choices you

make.Many People Obsess about Earning Money, but What They Should Obsess about Is How

to Use MoneyThe allocation percentages in the table are just a reference point. How you spend

your money is up to you. For example, some people with student loans or other debt, heavy

housing costs, and high taxes may need up to 70% in Bucket B. Others (e.g., who have

finished paying off their debt) may find 55–70% is much too high and can immediately redirect

cash elsewhere (preferably to their FI Portfolio).I would also suggest that as the years pass and

you progress in your career, your preferences and willingness/affordability to move between

buckets will also change. Personal choices all along the way.Buckets B–D cover all your

monthly living expenses. They also include costs that may be a few years out such as buying a



new car or saving for a house, a tropical vacation, etc.—every expense that someday your FI

Portfolio will cover but for the near term you need to fund from other sources, mainly wages

from your labor. Buckets B–D are what you will live on until Bucket A, your FI Portfolio, is large

enough to support you in the lifestyle of your choosing.Your Working Income Will Fund Your

Current Spending, but It’s Your FI Portfolio That Will Fund Your Financial FreedomBuckets B–D

provide everyday cash, but here is the key. Every month you need to contribute to Bucket A

before Buckets B–D. Start with your gross income. Decide what you want to contribute to your

FI Portfolio, say, for example, 10%. The rest can then be spread among Buckets B, C, and

D.Make it an iterative process. If 10% into Bucket A leaves you with too much in Buckets B–D,

then consider starting Bucket A at greater than 10%. The key is to just get started and stay

consistent with monthly contributions to Bucket A. This is a big step in the right direction, and

coupled with persistence, the right start rarely finishes in the wrong place.Contributing to

Bucket A goes by a few memorable monikers—“Pay yourself first,” “Live below your means,”

“Take it off the top,” “Spend less than you earn”—but understanding the rationale (the “why”) for

Bucket A coming first is critical: you are enabling time and the power of compounding (which

we will discuss in Chapter Three) to do their thing. Even if you spend every last dollar in

Buckets B–D, you will always have Bucket A working for your financial future.Alternatively, you

could spend your income first and then at the end of each month try to find some cash to save,

but often life gets in the way and there is nothing left to add to Bucket A. That would be a giant

mistake.As we will learn more in later chapters, a consistent monthly contribution is the single

largest factor in growing your wealth. So, listen to Warren Buffett, the Oracle of Omaha: “Don’t

save what’s left after spending. Spend what’s left after saving.”Get to the Gym and Eat RightI

know individuals who have earned large sums of money over their careers as they honed their

craft to be among the best in their chosen profession. As they now contemplate the cost of

retiring, they wonder aloud why they never found any measure of wealth. Here is the simple

answer: they never sought it. Knowing what to do and doing it are not the same thing. Financial

independence won’t just happen to you. Just like going to the gym or eating healthier, you need

to more than just want it—you need to go do it.NOTE: High income is not wealth. If you make a

lot of money and spend a lot of money you have no wealth. Income is what you make from

working. Wealth is what you keep and add to your FI Portfolio. Income is not wealth, but assets

that generate income are wealth. Keep accumulating those assets and growing your FI

Portfolio.Don’t Confuse “Saving” with “Savings”When you bargain shop and find the item you

want for a lower price or you decide to not make a purchase altogether, you are saving money.

Simply put, less money is leaving your wallet. While the avoidance of an expenditure is saving

money, the cash is still in your wallet available to be spent another day. And in so doing, you

have merely substituted today’s expense for one tomorrow. “Saving” probably makes you feel

good (who doesn’t like a bargain?!), but it doesn’t grow your FI Portfolio, which is where your

“savings” reside.A while back I was speaking with a couple who sat down at the kitchen table

and made a list of all the money they had saved over a two-decade marriage with do-it-yourself

home improvement projects. Being very handy, both had tackled carpentry (including a small

house addition), masonry, landscaping, and painting projects. In their estimation, what they

saved totaled more than $100,000. Very impressive.They sat back quite happy with

themselves, and unseeingly content with approximately zero dollars in their FI Portfolio and

mortgage debt that had grown to twice the size of what it was a decade prior.Saving money is

a good first step, but what matters in our FI journey is what we do with the saved cash. I’m not

saying that spending it elsewhere is bad, but don’t be lulled into thinking that “saving” on an

expense automatically increases your wealth.“Saving is not savings” is the corollary to the



concept that “income is not wealth.” Building your savings (your wealth) happens when you add

to your FI Portfolio, not when you bargain shop and save 30% on clothes only to use the saved

dollars to buy shoes to go with your new outfit.“I always say, complacency is the kiss of

death.”—Shari RedstoneWhatever your bucket allocations are, don’t become complacent. For

example, if you are currently putting 10% into Bucket A, don’t stay satisfied for long. You should

be thinking about ways to get to 11%. And when you get to 11% then target 12%, and so on.

This means you are looking for ways to allocate more of your gross income to Bucket A and

less elsewhere. A good place to start is with a salary increase or bonus. Where will all that new

cash go?Some of the more successful FI Portfolio builders I know are putting 20%, 30%, even

40%+ of their income toward their portfolio, especially later in their careers (or early in their

careers if they are living with their parents!). Ten percent contributed to your FI Portfolio might

be where lots of people start, but it’s not where the most successful FI planners finish.“Chains

of habit are too light to be felt until they are too heavy to be broken.”—Warren BuffettYou also

need to automate the process. Set up automatic monthly contributions to your FI accounts. Set

up automatic monthly payments for your credit card and other bills so you never carry a

balance and incur finance charges. No thinking about it. No remembering to move cash at the

end of every month. It just happens—automatically.Allow good habits to dominate your mind

and actions so that negative habits do not have the chance to take hold. In other words,

develop good financial habits and make them stick. This will supercharge your wealth

accumulation and grow your FI Portfolio. Do not get weighed down with bad habits!“We don’t

have a trillion-dollar debt because we haven’t taxed enough; we have a trillion-dollar debt

because we spend too much.”—Ronald ReaganA lot of people tell me they want to get out of

debt sooner rather than later, a choice I strongly support. They then ask if they should pay off

debt before investing in their future. In effect, they are asking if they should take from Bucket A

to put toward an item in Bucket B. If you look at the four buckets we just discussed, you might

see why I think that’s too narrow a question.People love binary choices: Coke or Pepsi? Disney

World or Universal? FI or debt? But sometimes you need to step back and think a little broader.

Bucket A isn’t the only potential source of extra cash to go toward paying off the debt early. Any

combination of the four buckets (including from within Bucket B) could provide more cash to

pay down debt, potentially without sacrificing any of your FI Portfolio contribution.Let’s say you

start with 10% of your income going into Bucket A. If you decide to pay more than the minimum

monthly payment on your debt (again, I would applaud this decision), then it’s up to you where

the extra cash comes from—either the 10% that you’re putting into your FI Portfolio or the 90%

you’re spending on everything else. (How about that binary choice?)NOTE: No matter which

bucket(s) you ultimately take the extra cash from, once the debt is finally paid off, I would

suggest that the monthly cash you were using to pay the debt (or at least a very large

percentage of it) should get redirected into your FI Portfolio.Your choices aren’t always about

the money, but you should understand the financial implications of the choices you make—

preferably before you make them.When Saving and Spending Bring You Equal Happiness, You

Are Well on Your WayOnce you have a firm grasp on Bucket A and your FI plan, then enjoy

your spending! The ancillary benefit of executing a well-thought-out FI planning process is that

you can feel good, not guilty, about spending what’s left in Buckets B–D. I’m not suggesting you

become a spendthrift, but don’t become a miser either. It’s about finding the right balance—

planning for tomorrow while also enjoying today.I remember seeing a Dilbert comic strip in

which Wally tells his boss he saved enough money to retire and wonders aloud why no one

has come up with a name for that amount of cash. Wally’s boss responds with a resounding FU!

Like Wally, we are all striving to have “enough” money in our FI Portfolio. (Wally might call it his



FU Portfolio.) Patience and discipline will lead you there.In the 2014 movie The Gambler, a

loan shark named Frank (played by actor John Goodman) expounds on Wally’s concept of FU

money to gambler Jim Bennett (played by Mark Wahlberg). In a powerful scene Frank explains,

with rather colorful language, that Jim should rechannel his “FU” attitude toward life into

developing the liberating freedom that “FU money” can provide.My description does not do

justice to the acting talent of John Goodman. Here is a QR-code link to a YouTube video of the

scene I am referring to.2Don’t dwell on the $2.5 million they discuss. That’s Frank’s number

(you’ll calculate your number in due course). And while I do not advocate gambling to reach

your goal, look past the indelicate language and focus on the moral of the story—reach

financial independence and you will have freedom.NOTE: Those of you with a little more

experience might recall the precursor to FU money, the KMA Club. Anecdotally, the club

originated in the government sector. As employees logged the requisite number of working

years and became fully vested in their maximum pension, they joyfully declared themselves

members of the Kiss My Ass Club.I can say with certainty that you will achieve financial

independence on one of two days: the day you die or someday sooner. The choice is

yours.Suggestions for Additional ReadingJ. L. Collins, The Simple Path to Wealth: Your Road

Map to Financial Independence and a Rich, Free Life (CreateSpace Publishing, 2016).Wes

Moss, You Can Retire Sooner than You Think: The 5 Money Secrets of the Happiest Retirees

(McGraw-Hill, 2014).Carl Richards, The One-Page Financial Plan: A Simple Way to Be Smart

about Your Money (Penguin Publishing Group, 2015).Thomas J. Stanley and William D. Danko,

The Millionaire Next Door: The Surprising Secrets of America’s Wealthy (Longstreet Press,

1996).1 Throughout this book, the term “FI Portfolio” is used to reference the total of all your

investment accounts and income-producing assets that are earmarked for long-term (i.e.,

retirement) financial planning, including, but not limited to: employer-sponsored retirement

accounts such as 401(k) or 403(b) plans; individual retirement accounts (Roth or traditional

IRA); taxable brokerage accounts, savings accounts, stocks, bonds, rental real estate,

annuities, etc.2 The Gambler, directed by Rupert Wyatt, written by William Monahan, featuring

Mark Wahlberg and John Goodman (2014, Paramount Pictures), WAusJackBauer, “The

Gambler—Fuck You,” YouTube Video, 4:29, February 5, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=y6yCmdIkw_E.2Charting Your Course“You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by

evading it today.”—Abraham Lincoln“What’s your number?” If you ever have more than a casual

FI conversation with friends or acquaintances, one of you is very likely to ask or be asked the

somewhat intrusive question, “What’s your number?” The questioner is trying to assess the

total FI Portfolio balance needed to achieve financial independence. As we’ve discussed, the

answer is individual-specific, but that doesn’t stop the inquisitiveness. Twenty-five years ago, I

asked the question of a friend, call him Billy Bob, and the response was “$2.5 to $3 million.”

Years later, toward the end of Billy’s very successful career, I again asked the question, and

this time Billy Bob responded, “$12,000.” Huh?You will spend your entire career accumulating

wealth to get to your number. And someday along the way, hopefully no later than today, you

are going to come to the critical realization that getting to your number (i.e., the desired total

balance in your portfolio) is only halfway on your FI journey. You then need to take withdrawals

from your FI Portfolio to meet your spending needs for the remainder of your life. Billy Bob

realized that having a $3 million portfolio is all well and good, but it’s ultimately the monthly

cash withdrawals that will pay for his living expenses. And how much can be safely withdrawn

without running out?
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Wealth Your woman documentary

The DiNuzzo “Middle-Market Family Office” Breakthrough: Creating Strategic Tax, Risk, Cash-

Flow, and Lifestyle Options for Successful Privately-Held Business Owners and Affluent

Families, Art of Tea: A Journey of Ritual, Discovery, and Impact, The Wealth of Connection : A

New Approach to Making Business Personal, Sit Write Share: Practical Writing Strategies to

Transform Your Experience into Content that Matters, Real Freedom: Why Franchises Are

Worth Considering and How They Can Be Used For Building Wealth, eCommerce Business

Empire: 5 Simple Steps to Dropshipping and eCommerce Marketing Success, Dirt Rich: How

One Ambitiously Lazy Geek Created Passive Income in Real Estate Without Renters,

Renovations, and Rehabs, The Millennial Whisperer: The Practical, Profit-Focused Playbook

for Working With and Motivating the World's Largest Generation, The Millionaire Map: The

Ultimate Guide to Creating, Enjoying, and Sharing Wealth, Stuff Every Cook Should Know

(Stuff You Should Know Book 18), Why Does The Stock Market Go Up?: Everything You

Should Have Been Taught About Investing In School, But Weren't, Just Keep Buying: Proven

ways to save money and build your wealth, The Simple Path to Wealth: Your road map to

financial independence and a rich, free life, The Psychology of Money: Timeless lessons on

wealth, greed, and happiness, How to Day Trade for a Living: A Beginner's Guide to Trading

Tools and Tactics, Money Management, Discipline and Trading Psychology, Rich Dad Poor

Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not!,

Tax-Free Income for Life: A Step-by-Step Plan for a Secure Retirement

Dominique Savoia, “Debt free!. I recently just paid off all my student debt and trying to work

towards financial freedom. This book is a good read and I was able to understand it even with

the minimal financial knowledge that I have. It is so informative and helps set a great

foundation that can help lead anyone to financial freedom. I recommend it to anyone young or

old who’s trying to expand their horizon on their finances.”

Christine Lebruto, “Couldn’t get my hands on it fast enough!. I can’t put this book down! It’s

filled with great guidance and concepts that really make you think. Relatable no matter where

you’re at on your FI journey!”

Kevin Yui, “I truly cannot recommend this book enough! Life Changing.. I cannot recommend

this book enough. The way the author articulates key concepts really helps cement them. He is

able to take the reader through these concepts at a high-level, while also providing real-life

examples, which makes for such a great read. The most important message I learned from

reading this book is to “just get started”. No matter what amount you can start saving, just start.

Even if it's $50 a month. This book immediately changed my way of thinking and planning for

my future, and I truly believe it will do the same for you.”

Amina Gusic, “Super informative read!. I’m currently in grad school with a lot of loans and this

book has helped me navigate the difficulties of managing my finances while also planning for

the future. This book is easy to read and has useful tips!”

Katrina Karpinski, “Great and easy read!. As a young adult looking to find financial footing, I

found this book to be an excellent resource!”



Cassidy L., “Trustworthy Recommendations & Resources. As someone in their mid-twenties,

this was extremely helpful to get me in the right mindset for thinking about my financial future

and the steps I should be taking now to secure it. DeStefano provides numerous resources &

recommendations for you to start your planning and investing. With so many options out there

it’s hard to know where to begin but this read set my focus. Great writing style & easy to

understand (even for us non finance folks!)”

Venous H., “Great read!. This is a very well written book and is easy to follow, especially for

those who don’t know much about finance. We are enjoying every bit and have found it so

helpful! Can’t wait to finish it.”

Gregory R Galeaz, “Pragmatic thoughtful advice. Great book.. Very worthwhile read. Well

written and pragmatic. Also bite sized so you can pick it up and put it down. Something to give

to your children so they can begin the journey of investing and wealth accumulation.”

The book by Cosmo P. DeStefano has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 41 people have provided

feedback.
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